


this design was for a nevada based hockey 
school.  they will be holding camps in 
multiple states and wanted a logo that 
represented nevada but wasn’t a strictly 
nevada themed logo.  the shield represents 
battle with the crossing hockey sticks 
while using the blue from the nevada state 
flag.  battle born is the state slogan.



this was a design that i came up with for my 
small business.  i wanted a logo that gave 
the image of a cannabis company from 
northern california.  the idea behind the 
name was that “if you know, you know”.  
not having to use the word cannabis in the 
name, but knowing that we were in the 
industry.  



THIS DESIGN WAS MADE TO GO ON A MYLAR BAG 
FOR CANNABIS PACKAGING.  THE TWO COMPANIED 
INVOLVED WERE GREENWOLF COLLECTIVE AND 
GREENDAWG CULTIVATORS.  I USED THE COLORWAY 
FOR GREENWOLF BECAUSE THEY WANTED THAT 
BRAND AS THE FOCAL POINT.



this design was made to go on a mylar bag 
used for cannabis packaging. mainstage is 
the distributor while seven leaves is the 
grower.  the focus was to be on the seven 
leaves brand.



for this design the customer wanted an 
airline themed mylar bag for cannabis 
extract.  i decided to make a bag in the shape 
of an airline ticket wallet using the colors 
from paper planes and logos from both 
companies.



this design was designed for 10 cannabis 
infused gummies.  it was a collab between 
mainstage dispensary, shes baked and terp 
empire.  customer wanted a lemonade stand 
themed design.



Cannabis Flower

Net Weight: 0.50oz. | 14 gramsTHIS DESIGN WAS MADE TO GO ON A MYLAR BAG 
FOR CANNABIS PACKAGING.  THE TWO COMPANIES 
INVOLVED WERE MAINSTAGE dispensary AND 
GREENDAWG CULTIVATORS.  THEY WANTED A 
NINETIES THEME FOR THIS SPECIFIC DESIGN.



this design is a halloween themed packaging 
for a collaboration between mainstage 
dispensary and terp mansion.  this packaging 
was made to fit 10 cannabis infused 
gummies.  i based the size off of the overall 
packaging area of previous bags used.



THIS DESIGN WAS MADE TO GO ON A MYLAR BAG 
FOR CANNABIS PACKAGING.  THE TWO COMPANIES 
INVOLVED WERE TURTLE PIE CO. AND GREENWOLF 
COLLECTIVE.  I USED THE FONT LOGO AND TURTLE 
LOGO, PLACED INSIDE OF THE GREENWOLF CIRCLE, 
REPLACING THE WOLF HEAD.



for this vaporizer cartridge bag design, the 
customer wanted it to be sacramento 
themed.  i created art for the sacramento 
river bridge and the state capitol building.  i 
also used colors similar to those of the 
sacramento kings.  the bag needed a hang 
hole and needed to be meet child resistant 
guidelines.  to meet the guidelines the bag 
needed to be heat sealed after the product 
was inside, the bag could not have any tear 
notches needed to have the phrase “this 
package is not child resistant after 
opening”. 



this was a box design, made to hold a 5ml 
child resistant glass jar for cannabis 
concentrate.  the box needed to adhere to 
strict labeling requirements, including size 
6pt. font and government warnings and 
symbols. the customer wanted the website 
on the box and we had to use the green and 
purple colors from the brand.



this design was for a dispensary called 
“collective efforts” in sacramento who 
was in a partnership with “cookies”.  the 
design was to package cannabis from 
cookies to be sold in dispensaries.  this 
design was for a pound of cannabis flower.  
the customer wanted the logo in a repeating 
background behind a larger logo.



this box design was made for connected 
cannabis company.  the box was designed to 
hold a one gram vaporizer cartridge held in 
a child resistant tube.  the customer wanted 
a hang hole and i designed the box to ship to 
them layed flat and pre glued for easy set 
up.  the background art was a design that i 
came up with for previous packaging.



this was one of my first custom shaped 
cannabis bag designs.  the customer “the 
holding company” is partnered with 
“wham!” which is the rap star lil baby 
owns.  they wanted the design to look like 
the old “bang” “pow” images from the old 
batman tv show.  my design was the flagship 
packaging for his brand launch.  once 
debuted on lil baby’s instagram, the bags 
received over 900,000 likes.



this advertisement was for a dasher, which 
is what the boards around an ice rink are 
called.  the design is for a hockey school 
and will be placed in ice rinks where the 
school will take place.  the ad features the 
website, socials, name and slogan as well 
as the logo that i designed.



i designed this box for “sf canna”.  we 
designed the bags going into the box as well.  
the bags hold 3.5 grams of cannabis flower 
and the customer needed a point of purchase 
box / master case to hold 16 bags filled 
with cannabis.  i had these produced using 
foil stamping in black and gold versions.  
they wanted a very clean aesthetic design.



CUSTOMER WANTED A VERSION OF THEIR LOGO 
THAT RESEMBLED THE SANTA CRUZ SKATE 
COMPANY LOGO.  THIS PROJECT WAS A QUICK AND 
SIMPLE DESIGN AND THE CUSTOMER WAS VERY 
PLEASED WITH THE OUTCOME.  


